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Rotten Green Tests
And a discussion about tests in Pharo



Roadmap
1. Rotten Green Tests 

• Definitions


• Detect Rotten Tests


• A Vicious Rotten Test


• Future Work


2. Discussion around testing in Pharo
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Definition: Smoke test
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The goal here is to ensure the 
source code can be run 

without any exception thrown
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Additionally, the test is green so, what’s wrong?
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This modified version of the test is still green!
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This modified version of the test is still green!
Not executed at ru

ntime!



Definition: 
Assertion primitive

A method of the unit-testing framework that performs the actual check.

#assert:

#assert:equals:

#deny:

…



Definition: Test
A method identified as such by the unit-testing framework. In Pharo, test 
methods are zero-argument methods defined in a subclass of TestCase 

whose names start with 'test'.



Definition: 
Test helper

A method that makes an assertion directly (by invoking an assertion primitive) or 
indirectly (by invoking another helper method), but that is not a test method.



Detect Rotten Tests
1. Identification of assertion primitives


2. Identification of helper methods


3. Install assertion primitives and helper methods call 
watchers


4. Test execution


5. Classification (good test, rotten test, smoke test)


6. Report generation



Detect Rotten Tests 
Classification



Detect Rotten Tests 
Preliminary results



A Vicious Rotten Test
Pharo allows to use any object implementing the right interface as a 
Boolean. There are some tests for this feature in MustBeBooleanTests.



A Vicious Rotten Test
Pharo allows to use any object implementing the right interface as a 
Boolean. There are some tests for this feature in MustBeBooleanTests.

This test is rotten and the reason is not obvious at all!



A Vicious Rotten Test
Common boolean methods (e.g. #ifTrue: ) are compiled to optimized bytecode 

which raise an exception when they are evaluated for non-booleans.

Pharo dynamically catches this exception and it rewrites this with a de-
optimization allowing to use the receiver as a boolean.

It seems that there is a bug in this process, de-optimized source code 
generated is incorrect.



Future Work

• Watch assertion primitives/helpers call at AST-node level


• Run the finder on more Pharo projects



Testing in Pharo
Discussion



Observations on SUnit

• The API that should be used is not always well defined 
(TestRunner, TestCommandLineHandler, Calypso, etc… sometimes behave differently 
because of that)


• The TestRunner UI is not easily extensible



SUnit API: 
How to visit tests in a package?

TestRunner



SUnit API: 
How to visit tests in a package?

CommandLineTestRunner



SUnit API: 
How to visit tests in a package?

Calypso



SUnit API: 
How to visit tests in a package?

Possible solution is to create a visitor.

https://github.com/juliendelplanque/SUnit-Visitor



SUnit API: 
How to manage exceptions?

TestRunner



SUnit API: 
How to manage exceptions?

CommandLineTestRunner



SUnit API: 
How to manage exceptions?

Calypso



TestRunner UI
Packages 

containing tests TestCases Results 
summary

Failed tests Errors

Run tests Profile test 
execution

Analyze code

coverage

Re-run failures 
or errors only Export results



TestRunner UI discussion

• Run tests


• Profile tests execution


• Analyse code coverage


• Mutation testing


• Find rotten tests


• Analyse code example in comments


• …

Multiple things can be done around tests in Pharo environment:

}Covered by TestRunner



Proposal: DrTests
Packages 

containing tests TestCasesPlugin selected Results 
tree

Plugin-defined 
action(s)

Start pluginLogging label Browse result
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